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"Noce". Choreography: Angelin Preljocaj, assistant Naomi Perlov Chen. Costumes: Caroline
Anteski. Lighting Jacques Chatelet. "Agon". Choreography: George Balanchine, ass Paul
Boos. Light: Martin Säfström. "Rite". Choreography: Maurice Béjart, ass Keisuke Nasuno.
Set Design, Costume: Pierre Caille. Lighting: Dominique Roman. Music: Igor Stravinsky.
Conductor: Stefan Solyom.

If Tchaikovsky's classic ballet great composer Stravinsky is central to 1900s dance modernism.
What once was considered radical in his musical language has become a legacy that is managed
but also gives rise to new choreographic interpretations.
Ballet director Nicolas Le Riche now combines three works as the Royal Ballet has danced
before. Together, the various choreographic temper and provides a musical range from
"Våroffers" ritual force, which shocked the audience premiere in Paris in 1913, to the light jazz
and twelve-tone colored experiment "Agon" 44 years later.

Mackenzie Farquhar and Coralie Aulas in the "Noces". Photo: Carl Thorborg
Both dancers and Orchestra under Stefan Solyoms most inspiring leadership, showing muscles
and shades. And in addition, the opera chorus and four soloists give a fateful powerful clan grams

to the wedding feast of the initial "Noces". The Albanian-French choreographer Angelin Preljocaj
has a good eye for the Russian ballet era, but make their own, more Balkans Anchored
interpretation of Stravinsky's "Peasant Wedding" from the 1923rd
It is anything but romantic. The five women edged staccatorörelser with arms above his head
caught in a sinister light. They meet the men of the wilder dance on and around benches - an
approach reminiscent of the duets on grass platelets in Preljocajs "Rite of Spring". The men
hooks victoriously arm below intoxication, women thrown from lap to lap in an eternal gender
roles that finally gets its extreme, violent symbolism in some softly suspended, the bride dressed
dolls.

Dawid Kupinski and Haruka Sassa in "Agon". Photo: Carl Thorborg

“Agon” from 1957 is a total contrast with its light space and crystal clear choreography by the
neo- classical master George Balanchine. He himself regarded this work for twelve dancers as
the “most perfect“ of the works composed in collaboration with Stravinsky. And the gentlemen
undoubtedly had fun when they devised the structure in which each movement-solo,
duet,trio,quartet- is characterized by specific instruments and rhythms.
The repetiteur has worked wonderfully with the ensemble, who through their fine musical
precision show us details, gender aspects and the playful impact of each balance, hip-movement
and suspension.
The dancers resemble athletes in their simple leotards. Hiroaki Ishida’s solo has traces of folk
dance,independent Daria Ivanova swings her shoulders to the sound of castanets. Harouka
Sassa and Dawid Kupinski appear to immerse themselves in the sounds of the strings. With
exquisite finesse they conjoin their bodies in an elaborate relationship. Balanchine is anything but
cold.

Royal Ballet of "The Rite of Spring", one of three works in tribute evening to Stravinsky. Photo:
Carl Thorborg
"Rite of Spring", there are over a hundred interpretations, last year added Fredrik Benke
Rydman wet street version. One of his references was precisely Maurice Béjarts acclaimed works
from 1959, which, however, can be a bit old-fashioned and naive in its portrayal of "primitive"
sexual energy. 22 men sprung from the earth awakens the animal in himself and meets a
collective of women who presented with wombs of the weather. The dancers form DNA chains
and circles. Chests pulsates, vaginal pumps. Ah, rite, rave party! And then there are the elect.
Emily Slawski is an impressive powerhouse next Dmitry Zagrebins weaker one. Finally reached
the climax, little death, in a fleshy flower of bodies.
Stravinskijkvällen shows that the department opera can and should keep life even in what is
between the helklassiska and the newly created. If done with high quality and infectious vitality.

